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On Sunday, September 18, 2022, the monthly meeting of the Atlanta Audio Club was held at the 
Dunwoody North Driving Club clubhouse.  This meeting was a “trifecta” featuring vintage equipment 
displays, home-built or modified equipment displays, and the ability to buy or sell audio and video 
equipment.  The displays were all set up by individual members who wanted to show their equipment or 
possibly sell or trade their equipment.  There were about 25 to 30 attendees throughout the afternoon. 
The show ended around 5 pm. 
 
Steve Gooding introduced each display table and then the member at the table described the equipment 
being shown.  There were five tables with working systems that the folks present could listen to. One 
table had the original “Large Advent” speakers.  Another table had the new Emotiva Airmotiv B1+ 
bookshelf speakers.  Another table had a vintage tube tape recorder which the presenter used as an 
electric guitar amplifier.  One member brought a pro-level VHS recorder which he gave to another 
member so it could be actually used.  There was a vintage Scott FM tuner shown.  This secretary did not 
note all the pieces being shown, but there was a lot of interesting items to see and hear! 
 
Tom Horner brought several more boxes of classical and non-classical CD’s for anyone to pick up and 
keep, as many as they wanted.  During the meeting many were taken by the people present for their 
collection. The classical CD’s are from the collection of Dr. Phil Muse (our classical reviewer) which he 
had reviewed in the past.  Tom has several more boxes to distribute to attendees in his basement, so he 
will be doing so during upcoming club meetings.  He also brought a pair of used speaker cables by 
SoundString that were given away to the member who took the most CD’s home.  
 
The club sincerely thanks all of our presenters for bringing their equipment to the clubhouse for us to see 
and enjoy.  Also, thanks again to the Refreshment Director, Dan Wittmayer and his assistant for setting 
up some excellent snacks and drinks.   
 
 
Minutes written by Thomas Horner, Secretary, Atlanta Audio Club. 


